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INCIDENTS THAT OCCURRED
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THE ROYAL ENGINEERS SP
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Jan 16 1918
Awarded L/Cpl (NCO) stripe

DURING THIS FOURTH YEAR
on active service I shall not
attempt to give more that
a brief account, except in
The case of big movements

6th January 1918
The life of a “Tommy” at the Front is
decidedly one of many ups and downs
During the first week we were at
rest after our victorious advance West of
Jerusalem we were changed from a
condition of semi-starvation (owing to the
transport necessary for the supply of
ammunition, &c & bad weather) to a
state of the highest luxury. Our officers
had provided us with a full Pound’s worth
of canteen stores, for which we paid the
insignificant sum of 4/2 (20 piastres); and
so we of the Bde. Hq, found ourselves the
proud possessors of tins of biscuits, salmon,
sausages, packets of cigarettes, matches and
a Christmas Pudding between two. Added
to these luxuries was a first class ration
including cabbages, rabbits, butter, cheese,
dates, & bread for several days. Now this
avalanche of good things was voted by
everyone to be the best since leaving
England. But this was not all – A
Parcel & Letter Mail arrived and most of
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our fellows found a parcel, or, at least,
some fond greeting from their dear ones
at home, so we lived in the height
of millionaires, only hampered by the
fact that for two days and night rain
fell almost continually, giving most
of us a regular “washout” and scarcely
a man had dry blankets, as we lived
in bivouacs, the sheets of which were
far from new. To crown the occasion of
the New Year, or whatever the feasting
was for, four bottles of Bass’s Ale was given
to each man, to drink or give away as
he chose. I, of course, did the latter. Our
camp at this time was on the slope of
“Hog’s Back|”, one of the highest peaks around,
and about five miles N of the village of
Tahta.
14th January- For the past 4 days I have
improved my knowledge of the buzzer, and
have attained 15 words per m. speed receiving &
can send about 18 to 20’s p. min. Our officer
has been away to Jerusalem. Heavy rains.
15th Jan – Steve and I send an advertisement.
to OXO LTD for their GONG SOUPS (mag. ½ p.)
in Steve’s name to his home address.
16th Jan. – I was in Company Orders for an unpaid
Lce Corpl’s stripe and received the congrat’s
from everyone in the Section.
17th Jan. – Steve, Will Carter & I went to
ZEITOUN PEAK & ridge, and I got a number
of views, including two Shrines (interior & exterior)
I got four films from Cpl. Clark, via S.P. (who has
returned to Section) and paid for them.
18th Jan. – Harry Normanton was coming
and then was unable to get away
19th Jan. – Have been asked to do 2 hours
daily in the office – which I am very pleased
about – as Steve has given me a lot of practice
and I can read 15 words a minute, and more.
20 Jan. – Harry Normanton ‘phoned that he was going
to Jerusalem, and as two men from our lot were
going with the party, I asked to be one of them.
I was sent with Pnr. Reg. Newell and we got to
YJ in the evening, ready to go with the party
in the morning. I spent the night in Harry’s
bivey, Newell finding room with a friend of
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his in another, and we awoke at 6 am and
were detailed for mules to ride on as far as
three miles beyond the village of Ram Allah
(Hill of God). After I had cooked some bacon
we had taken with us and had a good
breakfast, we left camp all mounted on mules,
and after a rather rough ride along a mount-ainous track we reached the halting place
at 11.30, and after the animals had been fed
they were sent back, while we walked the
remaining six miles into Jerusalem, meeting
a continuous stream of orange-sellers returning
to the outlying villages after their visit to,
Jerusalem, where they bought their fruits. These
we stopped several times to buy oranges from,
as they were as cheap as three & four for one
piastre (2½d). The road on which we
travelled from Ram Allah was the Damascus –
Jerusalem road, and was in good condition, so
the walk was not unpleasant. Here and there
we saw Syrian Peasants ploughing their patches
of fertile land, having a couple of oxen in a
“yoke” attached to the single wooden shaft

which was curved under and steadied
by another single handle to keep the end
under the ground.
Our first sight of
Jerusalem showed us
what an immense
place it was. The
largest dome of the hundred
we saw was that of the Mosque of Omar
which is built on the site where Abraham
offered his son Isaac as a sacrifice, and was
withheld by the Angel (Genesis 22.v.1-19) A Temple was previously
built on this site by the Crusaders, but was
pulled down , and superceded by the present
Mosque built by the Moslems (describe and photo) Beside this
is the spot on which stood King Soloman’s
throne from which he passed judgement on
the two women who quarrelled over the
ownership of the baby as mentioned in the
Bible. Also near is the site of
the threshing floor, on the North side, and in
view also across a sort of courtyard (which is the outer court of the Gentiles)
is the ancient Roman Soldiers’ Barracks, (photo) later occupied
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by Turkish Soldiers. On the south side is shown
the “Pool of the Cup” a sort of font surrounded
originally by a Pool in which the ancients washed
their hands after a sacrifice. (Photo) Inside this Mosque
of Omar is a hollow rock from which the
Moslems believe Mohammed ascended.
Facing this is the Mosque El Aksa, the site of where Zachariah
was told in a vision that his wife would have a son.
All the area round the Mosque is Mount
Moriah (as the Bible quotes)! East of the
Mosque is the “Golden Gate” (Gate of Mercy)
where St. Peter healed the blind man –
and the gates thro which Christ entered
on Psalm Sunday. The Moslems have
built up the entrance of this gate so that
no-one shall enter by it, and in obedience
to the command of Ezekiel “The Lord said
unto me ‘This gate shall be shut ------ for
the Lord God of Israel hath entered by
it---“.- Ezek.xliv. v.1 -3. Xliii.v.1-12. Northward
a short way along the wall is “St. Stephen’s
Gate” on the site of which St. Stephen the
first Martyr was stoned to death. By
this gate the Moslems annually march
in procession from the Mosque of Omar
on their pilgrimage to the tomb of their
Prophet Moses in the hills S. of Jericho.
Just inside this gate is the Church of St Anne, the Mother
of the Virgin Mary, built on the site of the
house of St Anne’s birth (Basement). In front of this is the Pool
of Bethesda. The ancient gallery or covered
pavement round the pool is partially
excavated being deep in the ground and
under some of the present buildings,
but the water spring is shown to this
day, and flows underground. Here it
was that Christ saw the cripple and
healed him (see St. John.V. v 1-9) Further
in the city from this point is the Via Dolorosa
(Way of Sorrow) along which Christ laboured
under his cross; and each spot where Christ
rested, and where he finally fell under
the weigh (sic) of it (where “They constrained
one, Simon the Cyrenian, to bear his cross”)
Station V is marked in Latin on tablet on the present
buildings as far as the Hill of Calvary (photo book)
the original arches (two, out of one-time
three) which formed part of the
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Judgement Hall, where Pilate condemned our
Lord, are built into the walls of a French
Convent – the centre arch of the original
three forming the support of an altar
made from the very stones from a
piece of the pavement shown in
a basement, along which Christ walked
from the Judgement Hall to be scourged.
The floor level of the ancient Hall
was well below the present ground
level. The larger arch remaining, is
built partially inside and part outside
the Convent and spans the Via Dolorosa
and is called the “Ecce Homo Arch”,
meaning “Behold the Man” John xix. V 4& 5.
The Latin inscription on a tablet under
the arch is:
AD ARCUM ECCE HOMO
UBI PONTIUS PILATUS
CHRISTUM
JUDEIS TRADIDIT UT CRUCIFICERETUR
Also in the basement aforementioned is shown
the pavement where Peter denied our Lord
and two flag stones are marked
where the Roman soldiers
played games, the latter supposed to
be a marble game ( having holes for the
marbles as above rough sketch.
Now we go on to the Hill of Calvary
on which now stands the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre or “Cathedral of the Resurrection”
Built by Constantine the Great & Mother St Helena,
which stands on the spot where the cross stood, and
the sepulchre is shown. This Church
is owned by five Creeds or Nations:Roman Catholics, Armenians, Koptics
(Egyptians) Greeks and the Syrians.
Each party is represented by a wing
of the ancient building and besides
this in the centre of the building
under a large dome is a circular
room with tiers of Galleries all round
the walls, each Gallery owned by one party.
Noisy tin or brass charms against evil spirits in dome
The spot where the Cross stood is
covered with an altar leaving a
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hole as evidence, in it. (&cleft rock by earthquake) This is owned by
the Roman Catholics, and beside it
is another altar owned by the Greeks,
where Pilgrims have placed jewels and
precious stones. The spot is marked where
Mary and others watched Jesus on
The Cross. A spot is shown where Christ’s body was embalmed.
The sepulchre is a cave
richly overlaid with marble, and
embellished with a large number of
brass fittings, and from the ceiling hangs
many brass lamps, brought by pilgrims,
and some of these lamps are
always kept alight. In one part of
the building some Priests were chanting
in Latin and an number of Elders (or
worshippers dressed like Monks) responded.
We were shown, by the aid of tapers,
a basement, supposed as the spot where
the cross was afterwards found by St. Helen. Also we
saw where the Angel told Mary Magdalene to “Weep not!
While we were only half way up the steps, the abovementioned worshippers came in procession
down the steps preceded by the Priests

burning incence, and chanting Latin,
they being answered by the others as
they went. It was a rather impressive
sight and probably much the same
as that of hundreds of years ago.
In another excursion we saw the
Wailing Place of the Jews, where on Fridays
the Jews gather and, facing the wall, which is part of the ancient Worlddominating Temple of the Jews – they make
petitions for the scattered state of their
nation – that they rejected the Saviour –
and that they may again have control
of the Holy Land. While we were there
two Jews came, and seating themselves on
a form, commenced to recite over verses
from a (Latin) Hebrew book they had, meanwhile
rocking their bodies, and shaking their heads
in a most humble fashion, many bring their own stools. Hundreds
of nails are driven in the seams of
the stone blocks, and represent a Jewish
family, also written petitions are placed
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in recesses and there, find their best way
to Heaven (so the Jews believe).
The Northern gate of the City is called
the “Damascus Gate” (photo) and Christ must
have passed thro’ this gate many
times. On the west is the Jaffa Gate
and here a piece of the wall was
knocked away, in the year 1899,
to the width of a new road, to allow
the German Emperor to pass into the
city . on horseback in state. Clock 4 dials & times. Not far inside this
entrance is a German Church (photo) built
by the Kaiser eighteen years ago.
On the East of the Golden Gate is
the Mount of Olives outside the city
and between this and the city wall
is the Valley of Kedron (which the
Moslems believe will be the place of
Judgement at the Last Day, - the Good
will go up to the Mount of Olives, and
the bad down thro’ the Valley (so they
believe!) On the slope of the Mount is
the Garden of Gethsemane, and the
rocks are shown on which the disciples Peter, James & John
fell asleep, when they set to watch
while Christ prayed under the tree,
Also shown (an ancient Olive tree
is supposed to be the one, but very probably is an offshoot)
Round inside of wall glass cases – crucifixion
Higher up the hill is the
Church of Ascension, built over the
spot where Christ ascended into
Heaven. On top of the hill also is
the Russian Tower of Ascension, a
very high tower, the top of which
is reached by at least 250 steps(spiral)
From the top of this we had a good
view of the River Jordan and the North
end of the Dead Sea, and S.W. we saw
the town of Bethlehem and Mt. Pisgah (hills of Moab) where
Jesus’ parents first missed him as a child, about five to
seven miles away. A splendid view of
the city is obtained from the tower, and
also East of the tower is a German
Hospice of recent date, on the ceiling
of which is a painting depicting the
Kaiser wearing a robe and with a
halo round his head. To N.W. we saw Mt Mispah
(where Samuel was buried)
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The city wall is massive in structure
and has a ledge along the inner side
to allow population to defend the
city in days of old. The ledge is reached
by steps at various points, as the wall
is from 30 to 40 feet high and about 5ft thick below ledge. The passages
which serve for streets in the old city
are dirty, and dismal mostly covered in cobbles slippery – shopsand crowds of all types of Arabs,, Syrian, Jews, and Turks
are jostling one another, buying or
selling their wares. Turkish deserters hide in Jer. A motley crowd
waited outside a pawnbrokers’ shop,
with “something to pawn”, and further
along we saw what appeared to be
a riot, and proved on investigation
to be a crowd of would be bread
purchasers, outside a native shop,
where they had just baked an
issue of bread, and which was guarded
by a native policeman who was using
all his power - and weight- in keeping
the mob of men, women & children, screaming and gesticulating - from
“rushing” the place. The native children.
hailed us at every turn with their
familiar “Mister – Backsheech” – “Givit
Bucksheece”, and so on. This seems to be
the first bit of lingo they are taught.
Unreliable source infants week old must say bacceech
The Orange sellers shout as you pass – “Orang
quoise kiteer” (very good) Others have all
sorts of queer looking mixtures, some of
which would do a European more
harm than good. One is impressed
by the real Jews who are quite different
to the Jews as we see them in England:
the former have a normal nose, and
two curls of hair hanging on each cheek
to their necks. They wear a long black
coat, ancient trousers which show a
lot of their striped socks; and they
wear flimsy shoes. None of them
appear to be very well stocked with
this world’s goods at any rate, on
the contrary, most of them seemed
poor, and some were working for the
Government, on the roads
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Jan 30th . – Moved to new camp 1000yds N.W of
Ain Arik village. I am told that in this
village Messrs. Thomas Cook & Son had one of
their hotels, for travellers on tour with their guides,
and the Turks plundered all the lovely furniture
in it. The building (of stone) was pointed out
to me but we are not allowed in the villages
as Typhoid fever has broken out in some.
We are getting our Cables laid ready for our
Bttns. To relieve another Brigade in the line.
The situation, since we took these positions
on 27 – 29th Dec, is unchanged and quiet.
The inhabitants of the villages around seem
very dirty, and work on the roads for
our Government. I am put i/c of a tent
and the eight of us have purchased some
Canteen stores with a 50 P. note each to form a
basis for our Mess Fund!
February – During this month we remained
at same position and did a fair lot of
work on cables, and I spent four days
on sketch (in perspective) of the
enemy positions. I had to attend three

mornings at Field Amb. With my 41st
boil (on my neck) in twelve months,
I got clear of these by 25th of month.
We had a lot of rain during the month.
Two of my best sketches, sent home
Dec 4th were lost at sea (RECOVERED). I heard
of aircraft activity on our part at home;
several German towns being bombed,
and 85 machines being brought down
by our airmen & guns, in one weekend.
Lce/Cpl Jones (“Natty”) and Sapper C. Munden
came to tea on Sunday 24th. from Y.J.
During the month I have not done office
duty (2 hrs daily) as I did when in “rest”
camp position; as I have been continually
in charge of line-laying and working
parties having many miles of cable
out in this position, between Ain Arik &
Deir Ibzia villages.
March 3rd Moved forward 7 kilos (up
Wadi Dougal) and our Infantry have
occupied positions 2665 and village of
Jutna, while Bir es Zeit is now unoccupied
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March 4th – Our General sent for me
to do another sketch, and as he wanted
two positions done I suggested Ch. Lewis
my pal as a promising draughtsman.
So Lewis was sent for from his
roadmaking and it was arranged
that we should go out together
to a point 2 ½ miles forward from our
present camp and a Scout Sergeant
from “second fogs” escorted us (on General’s
instructions by telephone) and we had
a near view of Johnny Turks’ positions
and they probably had one eye on us.
Some shells fell on Bir er Zeit village
and some on a road working party
to Right of where we were and
wounded a few men, but none dropped
too near, tho’ plenty of fresh holes
were visible around us. We finished
and returned at dusk, and the
General was pleased with Lewis’s work
so I am glad to be free from what
was an inconvenient job (seeing we

were one Corporal short in the
Section, and the sketches were always
wanted when we had most work
(moving) – and I was also glad to
relieve Charlie Lewis from some
of the hard graft they get in the
Field Company, and get his talent
introduced to the General’s notice.
The General had already ordered
one watercolour picture to be finished
for him (on payment). I heard from
Ada & Mother my letters of Dec 4th
were received and not lost at sea as
feared. Colonel P – IFE stopped me
on road with a friendly remark or two,
showing he had not forgotten my short
sojourn with his unit, when attached,
with two men, for the last stunt! Some
acquaintances, what!
March 5th – Met the General a mile forward
from camp, and laid a one-mile-line
further forward to a position overlooking
enemy positions, from gun battery, this
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making it possible to do some spotting
for objectives. Reeled up line, and returned
with General. C. Lewis is attached to
Bde. Hq. for forthcoming stunt.
March 8th. – I was detailed to IFE for the
stunt. So I went about 2 miles forward
to the top of Wadi Dougal to their
camp where I arrived about tea time. As
on the last stunt, they gave me a hearty
welcome, and at once drew some tea for
me. After tea two companies advanced to
a position called Dumb-bell hill ( owing to
the
shape of the hill top) this was
thinly held by the Turks, and they
were cleared and the hill occupied by
our men at 20.30,(8.30pm) in the dark.
This thus represented a two-mile advance.
The next morning the guns from our
numerous batteries opened up at 05.30, and
IFE Hq advanced to a reserve position
while RIFE & RIFB advanced and soon
took their objectives, while IFE signal Sergt,
and I twice mended their Company lines

in Bir-ez-Zeit village where the
buildings showed evidence of the bashing
they had sustained by shell-fire. Only
one old man & a woman and a child
remained in the village. The old man
had got hold of a partly-empty tin of
“bully” and while I was laying the
line over some of the buildings and
trees thro the village, he came round
from a yard, and sat down to dig
out the bits of beef from the tin with
his fingers; apparently unaffected by the
storm of war and passing flood of our
lads as they went thro’ the outskirts
of the village early that morning. I found
one building, well built of stone, in the
rooms of which were childrens’ slates and
papers showing the place to have been
a school, and outside was a bell of fairly
old pattern hung over the gateway of the
surrounding wall. Another smart
building had a well of good type
in the yard, it was built round with
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stone blocks, and had an iron top to
it. During the afternoon one of our airmen
was shot in his engine by the enemy
shells, and managed to return behind
our lines and just cleared our troops
along the road, and bashed into Hill
No 2665, bashing his machine to pieces, but
He jumped just before landing, and only
Sustained a cut over his eye & a bad shaking
When the IFE Sergt & I returned to their
Hdqrs, at 16.30 we got our tea, and at 19.30
the General asked Mr. Johnson to lay a
new line to RIFE which he undertook
to do. So he, the Sergt. & two more men beside
myself went out to Dumb bell hill and
joined new line on end of the company
line we had worked on in the afternoon,
and extended it, in the dark, to the
village of Attara which the RIFE had
taken, and had their Hdqrs. ZCA line
had been broken by the traffic following
the advance, and RIFE had been disconnected
in consequence, hence the line we were laying

We finished our line at 12.30 am, and
Found ZCA had just beaten us, in getting
thro’ on their line laid by Cpl. Wootton.
So our line was thus laid for nothing,
but it might have been of service had
the need arisen. We got back at 1.30 a.m.
only to find IFE having breakfast and
packing up to move forward to the
very place we had come from 6 miles
ahead. So tho’ we would have gone on
with them Lt. Colonel Patterson would not
hear of it, and told us to sleep till 8 a.m.
which really I was glad to do, being
“deadbeat” from the rush of laying
such a long line under pressure. Our
Troops were by this time in the Wadi el
Jib but could not take the hill in front
till well into the day, when two companies
of our lot (IFE) assisted. This hill rises
a sheer 2500 or more feet, and is so
steep that most of it had to be
climbed with the hands as well as
feet, and when gaining the top
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our infantry suffered from heavy
enemy machinegun fire which they
kept up till our men were right up
to them – then they put up their
“mitt” – but after this our men did not
see where their hands were. – None
got away, and one machine gun of
German make was taken. Many
Germans were killed, as a large
number fought among the enemy.
I reeled up 4 drums of wire
that morning and took them on
by about 2p.m., and dumped them –
together with the mule & driver I
had borrowed from IFE transport –
at Attara with the other stores of the
Signals IFE, and went forward in
time to catch the IFE men going up the
hill in front. I passed several camels
and a couple of horses which had
been shot on the way down to the
Wadi with ammunition, and tho’ I
missed subjection to m.g. fire which

had raked the hillside an hour
earlier, (as I afterward learned) I was
exposed to a most unpleasant shower
of shrapnel & “whizz-bangs” when going
up the further hill and we had
to take cover under rocks as we went
up. In the evening IFE other two companies
advanced under darkness round right
slope of this hill and took the further
range of hills including village of
Aliuta, and later IFE Hdqrs. moved to
the base of these hills at about 10p.m.
The next day (11th) we expected to make
another advance in which we were to
lead the attack, but the following
day 12th this was cancelled, and I returned
on the 13th to ZCA near Attara village mending a break
on the line as I came in.
The following five days we had a heavy
continuous downpour of rain, and so we
could do nothing but draw our skanty (sic)
rations, and chafe under the enforced
detension(sic) in our biveys.
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On the 19th it cleared up, and I took
two men & spent a whole day relaying
some bad lines that the rain had
caused to give trouble. On 20th I
improved another important line, and
kept busy on one thing and another,
With the bright weather our rations
have improved and roads are being
pushed on by the R.E’s (Field Coy)
and Pioneers and Infantry.
I made a remittance of £5.home (24th)
On March 22nd our front was
visited by the Duke of Connaught, and
while he remained here two days the
whole of the batteries of guns along
the front gave excessive bombardment
displays at the expense of “Johnny”,
and the Government. The roar of the
vast number of guns was terrific and
when they opened at 5.30 a.m. they
made further sleep impossible, but its
all in the game!
I was inoculated again for Cholera
and Typhoid again so I’m on 48 hrs
excused duty, tho’ I am fortunate
in not being more affected than a
slight soreness of the arm (24-3-18)
Heavy rain and hail, accompanied by
a bitter cold wind, beat down on us.
We are over 2600 ft above sea level
here, so it is much colder than in Egypt
where, no doubt, summer clothing is
already worn. Many beautiful wild
flowers grow around, some specimens
of which I have sent home. There
are hawks & vultures to be seen in
the air, and at night the Jackals
can be heard among the wilds around.
This is an area of unending hills
about here, and must have been
volcanic in ancient times, as the
hills are a mass of boulders & lava.
We are very near the Turkish strong-holds now, and the village of JiGilia
on our front line was a Turks Divisional
Headquarters. We are anxiously awaiting
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news from France, as the Germans
have commenced their big offensive.
3rd April – News from France has
been as good as can be expected, and
last two days shows us actually
advancing at a few points and taking
some prisoners.
3rd The other night the Turks commenced
to advance and I had to turn out
at 9p.m. with lamp and open up
with the Battn. affected, but it
subsided in an hour, and we were
glad to get in our tents and mention
of tents recalls the fact that the previous
day we had been put into tents and
had cleared our biveys, and after being
only one night in tents, we were turned
out again by the Staff Captain back
into biveys on Easter Sunday to allow a small unit
to spend two nights in them – so
of course it was a wet day, and
caused us all a lot of discomfort.
From 4th to 11th there was nothing much

happened, and the weather having set in
warm most of us had many baths, as
the water was plentiful.
On 12th we handed our complete
service of cables to the A.G.I. Bde, as we
were under orders to move on 13th
On 13th we left Attara position and
occupied a reserve position on left of
29th I.B., and I went ahead at 6.30 a.m.
with an advanced officer & cable party
of 6 men in all, besides myself, to
south of Nebi Saleh village, and after
setting up an office I directed YJR where
to lay their cables, and I at once
set out with wire & two men and
laid a mile to one Battn. & after the
remainder of ZCA had arrived, I laid
another mile to another Battn. In the
evening Lt. Darling, who by the way,
has now returned from England and
managed to transfer back to us,
I might also add that since sent for
me to tell me to be at YJR with two
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men at 8.30a.m., 14th. So next morning
I took Pnr. Mitchell, J. & Spr. Doyle, and
when we reached the YJR office, we
found we had two lines of 4 miles
each to lay. Lt. Darling & Cpl. Wootton
and one man went ahead and dropped
the cables together while I and
three men put them on trees
and otherwise made them safe,
we passed the villages Beit Neubia
and Gazarni to the Western Mosques
of Kau–wash. We were under the
Turkish observation at many places
during the further 2 miles, as the
Mosques were the extreme outposts
and the country devoid of troops
around, as we were near the
Turkish positions. We met
Lt. Darling and Cpl. W on their
way back, at Beit Neubia
and he said we were to work
till 4 p.m. and then return. So
we went straight on to the

Mosque and had a good
draught of the excellent water from
a well beside the Mosque on
the summit of the hill, and left
at 3.30 p.m. working back on the
the lines till we reached Beit Neubia
and the point at which we had
made the lines “safe”, at 5.45 or later.
We did this on our own responsibility
in spite of possible enemy night
patrol encounters to avoid need
for another party of “unfortunates”
having to come out the four miles
next day. We were met with horses home.
In the evening of the next day
15th we got the “tip” that the operations
for which had laid the lines, were
cancelled. So we spent the next
day having an easy time, and borrowed
a gramophone from ZBI for the
evening. Mr. Darling sent for me
and it was arranged that I and
Sgt. Passey should go on ahead next
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morning and open office on 18th
So on 17th we took four men and set
off at 9 a.m., arriving at Attara village
at noon, and could not do anything
until the wagon arrived laden with
stores at 2.30, when we learned from
“Chester” that load had come off
many times. Then we commenced work
and created the Canvas “Office”, and
the H poles to lead the lines into it
from all directions. Many lines which
the AGI Bde had diverted to their
own office had to be extended to
ours again ready to take over
the circuits at 10 a.m. next morning
We did most of this work by tea
time. Another 2 hours work would
have completed the arrangement
but we got a “wire” ordering us to
connect up two of our Battns. To
a forward ZCAR in the Wadi Jib
that same evening, when these units
arrived back, prior to their taking

over the front line next night. This
I had to do by moonlight, and with
two men I laid 2 miles of wire,
returning home about 23.30 (11.30p.m)
Early next morning we completed
the office ready to take over and
remainder of the Section returned
from Nebi Saleh village during
the day; and then we gathered
that the Staff wanted a new
camp! So next day (19th) we had
to open at this new position at
noon, and to do this we had to
lay several new lines and extend
others, which got us a bit “fed up”.
From 20th to 30th we have carried
out a new scheme for communications
for which I have had to lay
many new lines; and having
only myself as “Linesman Corporal”
with Cpl. Wootton as transport
man, so that he only did a little
of the line work, tis easy to see
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that I have been out most days.
We are within 200 yds of a good
water supply, and the Fd. Coy R.E’s.
have fitted up a good supply of
washing and bathing arrangement.
The Turks have shelled us a bit,
so we were ordered to dig “funk
Holes” On 28th, 2nd Cpl Clark
arrived back to the section from
“dock” having been detained in
a Convalescent camp for 3 months,
and has been away from Section
for 6 months.
On 29th I had to show an Indian
Sergt. around the lines of the
Battn’s, because two of our Batts.
are ordered away; to be replaced
by the Punjaubs &Grenadiers’
This Grenadier Sergt. Was a fine type
of Indian, and walked behind
me all the way, and would not
drink water nor tea with me, at
the Battn Hqrs. I am told
the Indian troops won’t eat.
bread made by “whites” but they
will eat biscuits! Nor will they
eat meat, save that which they
themselves kill: for this reason
the Bde Interpreter has bought
live sheep from the Arab natives
for the Indians. The Indians
are good Signallers, tho’ very few
know English; but the Morse Code
is universal.
On 30th April I relaid the speaking
line CA3 and on return found
Cpl. Wootton gone to YJ and
Cpl. Shepherd & Lce/Cpl Wilfred here,
thus making four Corporals for
the Section, and we should only
have three, so I am waiting to
see what happens, I am not yet
paid for my stripe tho’ so I don’t
know if I shall have to go to
another Section before I can be
paid. A few days ago a member
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of our original Signal Coy died
of Pneumonia (Sapper G. Smith,
of Liverpool. “Darkey”). One Thousand
six hundred Piastres were collected
from the members for a memorial
over his grave. The Company has
lost most of the original 200
who came out from Carlow
Barracks in April 1915, thro
sickness, which has caused their
transfers to other Companies, but
on the Peninsular we had one
Officer and three men killed,
and several wounded, including
Cpl. Blake and Sapper Wylie
from our Section, while landing;
and in Serbia and Macedonia we
had a few men wounded, in
the Company, and at Heirera Redoubt
we had one man on our Section
wounded in the head.
On 28th a German airman attacked
our observation balloon a few miles

from us, and fired machine gun
bullets into it, bringing it down
in a mass of flame, we were
sorry for the observer, who we
believed must have been blown
to bits before he could descend,
the airman was a brave German
anyway as he was first driven
off by a heavy barrage from a
battery very near our camp, so he
dived down rapidly and plugged
bullets into our gunners, and before
they or anyone had got over the
shock he was making for the
balloon at about 80 or more
miles p. h. as he had a very fast
machine, we noticed the stoppage
of the barrage – and wondered!
We have since learned that it
was a “fake”. The balloon was a
damaged one and contained a
dynamite charge which was
intended to be fired when the
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aeroplane got close so as to blow
him over, but it was fired a
moment too soon, so the German
no doubt has got the Iron Cross
for his deed.
1st May – A Y.M.C.A. Canteen is to be
opened in the Wadi near us in a
week’s time, this being a “permanent”?
camping area.
2nd May. – I was sent on to Wadi el Jib
to open a test point between Bde HQ
& Battns. I had one linesman, Sapper
Brocklebank, to assist, and also two
Indian linesmen to report daily to
me for line patrol. With a pack mule
and driver I soon transported some
wire, instruments and a signal bivey
to a point I selected, and as the IFF
were leaving the district, we “raised”
fireplace, boxes, firewood &c from
them, so after making ourselves
comfortable, we made some tea.
3rd to 8th – I have run the station

with very little trouble. Brocklebank
makes a good cook. Rations have
been sent daily – and brought by the
mounted D. R. who brings dispatches
twice daily to me, for distribution
to the orderlies from Units around.
Since 24th April or thereabouts we
have had two Indian Battns. To join
us in place of RIFE & IFF. and no-one
knows what changes may yet occur.
The flies put years on us. I had
nine different Indian linesmen
reporting to me in a week, including
one full “Naic”, one “L/Naic” (L/Corpl)
and one “Avildar” (Sergt.) I found that
in the course of four or five days I
could give them instruction in
their own language, but they did not
prove too energetic. They brought me
some “shapatties” a sort of oatmeal
pancake, which were not too
bad when spread with jam. They
were always very glad to be told
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(*On 7th May – the German airman before mentioned
brought down the real O. balloon & killed the
observer – this disaster I witnessed about 2 m. away)

to “Jow – dunt jugger”(go back to camp)
“finish!” which last word, all
nationalities seem to use out here, Arabs, Bedouins, & Indians alike.
I might add that on the evening of
3rd May the Turks sent 50 H.E.47
shells over on to the left Battn, and
killed 4 and wounded 8 men; many of
these shells dropped around, on the
hill above my bivey signal shelter,
and and splintered all round
On night of 8th Lt Darling ‘phoned that
Major Webb had sent for me to go to
YJ. He said he was sorry I was going,
that he had told the Major he didn’t
like the idea of losing me,&c. but
I had to go. So next morning (9th)
Cpl. Shepherd came down to relieve me,
and I rode his horse back to ZCA,
Had lunch, and left for YJ, about
2 ½ miles away at Bir ez Zeit village,
at 13.40, Steve came to see me off
with my kit, & we had a hard
parting as we had been in bivey
together since Cakirli When I
arrived at YJ my first impulse led
me to Harry Normanton’s bivey (my
pal of Galippoli & Serbia) and was
welcomed as a co-partner with
him & Bert Dean, so we enlarged
the bivey for three, and tho’ it
is a saying “Two’s company, three’s a
crowd” it never proved so in our
case. From 10th to 21st inclusive,
I was Orderly Corporal to the Company
and also i/c of all Technical stores,
which I had to issue as required,
and in addition check everything
“in” and “out”, and attend to all mails, &c
plenty to do throughout the day.
On night of 20th the 30th Fd. Amb.
gave their farewell concert to
an audience of about 300 soldiers
in the Marquee near our camp, and
I bid ”goodbye & good luck” to my old
chum Dick Atkin, who I first met
in October in Alex, when sick. in 1915
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From 20th to 25th May there has not been
much worthy of note, except that all
the Fd. Ambulances are now replaced
by Indian Amb Sections, also only
one European Battn remains in each
Brigade, the RIFB remaining for ZCA.
I have laid two lines for YJ recently,
otherwise I have only attended on
the picquet lines, and not taken
charge of anything, except when I
was N.C.O. of the guard on 22nd – 23rd,
having 103 animals under my charge,
and next day I was severely
“choked off” for not reporting two
kicks on animals which I had not
noticed when I handed over.
Since I left my chums of ZCA, they
have had to move camp three times
owing to heavy shelling from Johnny
Turk, and down in the Wadi El Jib
where Cpl. Shepherd and Spr. Brocklebank
still remain (25th) the shelling has
been very heavy indeed.
May 1st. On Guard – no casualties to mules.
For the last week I have been on
some decent jobs, such as taking
consignments of wire & instruments
to various artillery & our Inf. Brigades,
at Umm Suffa & Nebi Saleh; for this
I had eight – mule teams in traces to
the trestle wagon & on one or two occasions
by our motor lorry & also our Ford
car, so I have travelled somewhat,
Besides I have been many times
(mounted) to advanced Corps dump,
seven miles away, to draw stores
for permanent airline routes, &c, also
an electric light installation for
use in our signal office, &c.
May 8th I did another stable guard
and on coming off in morning I was
detailed to go to Jerusalem by
motor lorry to draw stores from
Corps dump, and we drove all over
the new city to the various Mobile
Motor Repair Units trying to
replace one of the car springs
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which broke on our way out
& was therefore unsafe, tho’
workable; and failing to get it
repaired, we “chanced” it back,
load & all, & got back to camp without
incident. We could not stop to
look around the shops as we had
the Quartermaster & an Officer with us
on the lorry.
On 10th I went out with a
party to Umm Suffah to repair
an airline which had been broken
the previous night by one of “Johnny’s”
5.9 shells which he has recently
showered on this village, killing
one native. We stayed all day
on this work & made tea & had
some lunch there at noon & rode
back to YJ in evening.
On 11th I was out along
with Cpl Amos adding four wires to
a permanent route. Including the
officer, the party was 14 strong, and
about noon we made tea, and

had bread & jam, as well as some
Indian “shapatties” (sort of oatmeal pancake,
which the Indians cook & eat instead
of bread) which one of the party
got from an Indian Camp nearby.
One Indian came up to our officer
with four packets of Army cigarettes
and offered them in exchange for a
Jack Knife – which are not issued to
the Indian troops and which they
covet very much; however there
was “nothing doing” with us, so he
went away disgusted. By evening
after a hard day’s work we were
fairly “knocked” & then had to walk
back nearly four miles to camp.
On 12th I took a party of signal
office operators to reel up two lines
from Ain Sinia to Jufna, which latter
village was dotted along the road
side with light shelters where the
natives tried to sell fruit & eggs
The land all around the village
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is covered with fruit trees, and
apricots, peaches, and tomatoes are
to be seen in various stages of
maturity, along the way our line ran,
but we strictly refrained from injuring
native crops of any description,
as per army order.
June 11th Harry N & Bert Dean went on
leave to Cairo.
June 21,22 & 24th – Built 6-way permanent
route, under Sgt. Massie
June 23 – Sunday – I went to see Steve
& others, & found them well. Lt. Darling
asked me to come back, saying he can’t speak
on his lines, only buzz & he has no-one
to lay his lines. He says he has asked
for me every week.
24th - Harry & Bert have returned from Cairo.
Fred Ewington is in France now.
28th, Friday – I took over from Livingstone
as joint manager of D.H.Q Canteen
with Pte. J. Harrison of Leinsters.
3rd July – Moved canteen into a

stone building made by the R.E. Field.
Company, & were fitted up with
electric light. Letter from Ada
to say poor Harry Webb died
of wounds on 25th May and Wref
reported to Whitehall on 12 June.
1st July – Pte. Harrison went sick so
I was left i/c canteen.
9th July – took stock & submitted accounts
and on balancing up Capt. Rose finds
LE47 short. He is very sharp & hasty in
his remarks & I tell him that when
he finds the accounts clear balance
as I know he must, I wish to resign
the post (as I resented his remarks)
11th – Capt.Rose discovers a double
entry in Journal of LE47.03 ½ as
owing N.A.C.B. and thereby clears
his balance. He has not so far
apologised for his hasty conduct
so I shall probably leave the
work.
14th – I handed over the management of
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the canteen to the young fellow who had
been under me, a Class B man. So
Spr Davies is sent to assist & represent
the signals. I was made Orderly
Corpl same day (14th) and on Friday
19th Capt. Rose made a sort of apology to
me when he came to the Company Office
where I was in attendance on O.C. for
Orders. 23-7-18 News from Herbert dated
9-7-18 he is in 21st Gen Hosp Ras –el
Sin, Alex with chill & abcess in face.
I shall visit him there when I go on
leave on 30th inst.
23-7-18 I hand Orderly Corp’l to Cpl Atherton
and remain the day as supernumerary
to show him the ropes.
Harry went on 22nd to run Signal
Office of 34 Royal Fus. (Jewish Battn.)
on K4. where the system had been a
hopeless muddle. I have had the
tip I shall go back to ZCA soon, &
have been asked if I’d like to go, I
of course answered in the affirmative.

24- 7-17 I am put i/c Hqrs picquet
lines, 28 mules, 7 horses. Harness
inspection & turnout (28th). Commended
for turnout (Hqrs drivers)
30th . Went on leave to Alex along
with Spr. Sproston. We had a tiring
journey of 36 hrs. over 200 miles
in open trucks to Kantara. Our
train arrived in K four hours
late of the leave train on the
Egyptian State Railway, so we
had the option of paying return
fares from Kantara to Alex (58 Pt)
or stay 2 days in a rest camp as
leave trains only ran on alternate
days. So we paid. The country from
Jerusalem to Ludd on the new
hill full gauge railway is very
picturesque, the rails winding
in and out of the hills, like
a scenic railway, many times
we stopped and were greeted
by scores of villagers selling
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grapes & melons. We were smothered
with cinders from the engine
all the journey in the open trucks.
From Kantara to Alex we rode
in Carriages, the scenery all thro’
Egypt was grand, never out of
sight of one or more towns or
villages and the natives in the
fields were gathering cotton &
other crops. Here you pass a mud
village with narrow squalid passages
between them just large enough for
two persons to pass in them, a
group of women; children of all ages
from 0 to 12, some naked, all
dirty, besides naturally dark skinned
playing in the dirt, some Egyptian
fowls scattered here and there,
a buffalo walking round in a
circle with a “Yoke” fastened round
its neck, attached to which is a
sort of shaft which works a water
wheel over a well, from which

the water is raised continuously
by the waterwheel which had
“cups” in it which fill and empty
as the wheel reciprocates,
and the water flows from a
woodden (sic) trough into the
trenches or channels between
the field crops, flooding such
as newly sown rice fields &c,
and the country being absolutely
flat the water spreads evenly,
for a great distance. As the
train sped on thro’ the open country
we passed groves of date palms and
here and there banana plantations
and then the train would rush
over an iron bridge spanning a canal
on which barges of primitive type spread
their sails to the breeze. In the fields
the natives were busy on all sorts of
work; then we would pass some
donkeys loaded with cotton, or
bearing some fat Egyptian much
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too heavy for a reasonable load, and
he would invariably be riding on
its hindquarters ( which seems the custom
for these little animals. He would
generally have his feet just clear
of the ground, and would have
an umbrella over his head as he
rode along. At every station where
the train stopped, scores of natives
with “Eggs–a-cook” (cooked eggs) figs,
grapes & cakes to sell, swarmed round
the train. On arrival in Alex,
about 8 p.m. hotel representatives pushed
their business cards in our faces, and
energetically acquainted us with the
virtues and appointments of their
respective hotels. We accepted with
the “Liverpool Hotel” representative
and were politely rushes into a
“garry”, which along with two others
already full, bore us away, amid
much shouting to the other drivers
to “Etla”, (or , get out of it). Along a

few streets we sped, and turned into
the Rue de la Poste, we were ushered
into the hotel in the presence of
the Proprietor & his wife, and with
many apologies they told us they
were just full up, and as there would
be rooms vacant in the morning, would
we go to the next hotel for one night
only & come back next day. So the
commissionaire took us to the Grand
Palace Hotel, and as it seemed alright
we booked for the eight nights, and I
think the aforementioned man got an
extra tip for bringing us so he didn’t
mind. We spent a pleasant week
there although we were pestered
by the native servants a bit & had
to shower a few tips round on leaving
but we didn’t mind that. One night
we had a pleasant sing-song in
the large parlour, and one of the
soldiers played well on the piano,
and the manager’s wife & friend
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joined with us in the singing of
all the old familiar English songs
the soldiers knew ( and there were
many soldiers beside us at the hotel)
We went out every day with our
mutual friend John Farrugia, who
showed us all over the place, taking
us to fresh places of interest each
day. I had been to see him the
first morning at his shop, with
my letter of introduction from
Herbert and he, and his father, who
has a picture-framing and artcollectors establishment in one of
the main streets greeted us in a
most cordial manner and I
know that John, as his father’s assistant,
neglected the work somewhat to come
out & show us all there is to see of
interest. We went to the Nouzar Gardens
& then had a boat on the river
in the morning of the Sunday
and also gave delight to a little French

lad and his Papa who were eagerly
watching us from the bank, so we
rowed in shore and took them
aboard and they spent a pleasant
hour-&-a-half with us as we went
down the river about 2 miles & back.
He was a real gentleman and John
conversed with him in French and
he afterwards expressed his pleasure
which his little son & he had felt on
the trip so we were glad to have
made it possible. He said to John that
if we afterward met him in Alex
we were to call him if he didn’t notice
us. In the afternoon we went to
Mex which is a few miles out of the
town, and which is a sort of sea
parade for Alex people. We met John’s
Auntie and her two sons & two daughters
and they were spending the afternoon
with some friends there. John & his
cousins had a bathe in the sea from
bathing boxes there & we watched
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the fishermen gather in their nets
which they had spread in a
circle round the harbour. We went
back to Alex for tea at one of our
favourite restaurant (sic) , and in the
evening we went to a café where the
tables are ranged all along the pavement
and the waiters in their white coats
bring out ice-lemonade or whatever
is ordered. Native conjurers help to
pass the time away with their
tricks with corks & cups & live chickens
or rabbits which they fetch from
out your pocket, &c, all sorts of
pedlars selling everything almost, keep
you from getting lonely! All the while
a small orchestra plays familiar tunes
or something not known by “Tommy Atkins”.
One evening we went to a theatre and
most of the artistes sang in French
but two little girls sang English songs
which “took” very well. There were
some fine contortionista & acrobats -

one feat was a little girl about
eight years stood on one end of a see-saw
and above the other end on a
platform some 12 feet in height,
was one of the men ready to
(ink a washout)
spring on the other end of
the board, when he did so
the little girl shot up in
the air turning a summasalt (sic) in
the air and landed on a
man’s shoulder on the other
side of the stage; she finished
up after several intermediate
stages by turning a double
summasalt(sic) and landing on
top of a chair raised on the
head of a man who himself
stood on his partners shoulders.
When we reached our last
day in Alex, we brought a
few presents for John’s cousins
and (quietly bought John a
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keepsake, (as he had said he would
not accept anything at all) Then
we went to lunch at John’s
Auntie having been invited on
the previous day and afterward
we made tracks (in a Garry)
to the station, as we had settled
with the Hotel proprietor previously.
We were made very happy by the
kindness of them all at John’s
place and also by his Auntie and
cousins who were very sorry we
had to leave them. So were
we sorry. However we caught
the 2p.m. train& soon sped
away amid handerchief shaking
and after I had suddenly
pushed John’s present into his
hands. We reached Kantara
at 8 p.m. and made our way to
the Military Railway Terminus two
miles away (across the Suez)
I learned the Herbert was

`

supposed to be at Kantara
R. E. Details, as I had missed
him when seeking him at
Mustapha Details so had written
him to meet me at Kantara by this
train; so not seeing signs of him
at Kantara West,,I had wasted
some time in “scouting” for him
without result. So I discovered
on enquiry that R.E.Details
Camp was the furthest camp (about 2 ½ m) of
all on the East side of Suez
in the locality and went there,
persuading a very tired Hazel Sproston
my pal, to come along with
me. We found it about 9.30 p.m.
and were told he would certainly
now be over the Loco R.O.D. So
we went over to the station. 10p.m.
and an obliging Orderly Room Corp’l
traced him out and said he
was sent on to his depot at Raffa
When I went back to where Sproston
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waited with our kits, I remembered
that I had left my helmet on the train
at Kantara West! (under the seat, in
fact). I greeted myself in glowing terms
of disrespect, for having such a “good”?
memory (but I was thinking about
meeting Herbert). This was certainly
the first time I can remember losing
any of my kit, so I knew the
train was still there in K. West
(till next morning) so I saw a fine
motor- car come from K. West
with luggage for officers, and noticed
how they hastened to put the
luggage into the train as if to
go quickly back to K.West for
more, so I enquired of an Officer
(who proved to be Italian, as was
Also his chaffeur (sic). The officer spoke
English tho’) if his car was going
back to KW. “Yes,” he said, “but
not returning here!” I told him
my trouble and he soon had

me away in his car. We dashed
along the two miles to the canal
bridge – only to find it closed
for the night (now 11.30). We
raced round some crossroads
to the other bridge only to meet
the same fate. They wanted to
get the car on the road on the
other side of canal to drive to
Port Said by morning so they
shouted for the ferry barge to
come across for them, while I
seeing my case hopeless, thanked
them and ran back the two miles
to K. East Rly Station, and Spros & I
were just in time to catch a
midnight goods train going as
far as Raffa. Just as we boarded the
train, an over-energetic M.M.P came up and
examined our tickets. We then got
into one of the open trucks near the engine,
they being the only ones having any
room in, and when we reached
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Raffa next morning we found ourselves
smothered with cinders from the
engine stack, and all our clothes an
a lovely mess – fortunes of war again!
anyway we soon found my brother
Herbert who at the time of our
arrival was away from his tent, so
I went for a wash and when I was
stripped to the waist I turned round
and who should stand there but
Herb & didn’t know me till I spoke!
We spent seven very pleasant hours
together (after an absence of 4 years)
and after having a look round the
Loco, & seeing a few of his mates –
who had heard of me! – we
caught the 2.40 p.m. train from
Raffa ( being the leave train, 7a.m.
from Kantara) Arrived at Ludd
late at night and went in search
of something to eat at Y.M.C.A; which
had a quantity of cocoa over from
their evenings sale and gave us

a good drink gratis, together with
some stale cakes, also “backsheesh”!
Then at their invitation, we slept
in their Marquee and, caught the
7 a.m. train to Jerusalem.
Arrived J. at 2 p.m. and went to Y.M.C.A.there
and had a decent tea of cake, stewed
fruit & tea for 5pt (1/-). Caught an
ammunition convoy (motor lorries) to
Ram Allah where we were stranded
for the night, and having no rations
were obliged to report “Rest”? Camp. Were
bunged into a tent, no rations till next
day, but we scrounged some from the
cook. Next morning got scanty breakfast
but on our request to go, we were promptly
told we were to remain the 24 hrs i.e.
4 p. m. then to go with a party (toe &
heel) to Bir Ez Zeit, & treated as Detail.
This was not good enough for us!
I waited on the O.C. told him how
I knew a lorry driver who was going
to our camp, via R.Allah! &c. &c. We got
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away, with a large show of Red Tape,
Nominal Roll, 24 hrs rations, &c. and after
only five minutes on road the Signals
Light Ford car came along from J
with the C.S.M. in. He took us
aboard & we sped back to camp by 9 am.
He told me to keep the Nominal
Roll from the R. Camp as a souvenir!
Thus ended our leave.
I did a week i/c Hdqrs horse lines (35
animals) and then went back
to ZCA along with Harry Normanton,
who, by a trivial misdeed of a Sapper
under his charge, was reduced to Sapper
and then transferred to ZCA. Our
Officer told me he had sent for me
to come back to the old Section. This
was at Nebi Saleh village. I found
plenty of work on “lines” here. One
evening it was reported that the
DDB Indians had lost an important
Ridge which had been attacked by
200 Turks. The Div. Commander gave

orders that it was to be re-taken
before morning, as it endangered the
flank of ZCO. So two Companies of
B.J.A. were sent to retake it & at 1 a.m.
I was detailed to take a party of
five men and 4 miles of cable & two
DM phones and assist the Sig. Offr B.J. A
by loan of cable. &c. On arrival at
“Adam’s Apple” (about 3 miles ahead of
ZCA) I was promptly commandeered
by an Officer who I had never seen
before, who said he was i/c of the
action and I was to obey his orders.
Having orders already to report to
DDB headquarters on the next hilltop, I told
him that I already had a series of orders from
my OC but he was taking no refusal
so I had to obey last orders, & I could
see that instead of only assisting
another party with the Company
lines I was let in for the whole
affair. So I fixed up the end of
line with telephone &c, to transmit
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to Z.C.A. and left in charge of an
operator. Advanced at once over face
of hill (by moonlight) and met
infantry a mile further ahead.
Advanced a further 2 miles up Wadi
to the Ridge then climbed the steep
slope between the Ridge & the Turks
strongholds & thus should have
taken the whole lot prisoner.
The O.C. who I was with, gave me
various verbal messages to send back
and I announced the attack opened
for O.C., to Bde Major, whereupon the
Indians who had climbed the hill
as quiet as mice, now advanced with
fixed bayonets, but found the whole of
ridge deserted! All our work for
nothing. O.C. expressed his regret
to me for the work it had caused
but – there- how did we know.
So we handed over our line &
instruments to Battn Signallers
& returned home, arriving at ZCA

in time for breakfast, after which
we had a day off. The next day
I had to lay a series of lines
to the adjoining hill. Some days
after, we were relieved by ZCO
and went back about six miles
to Beit Ello village for a Rest
We had a fortnight or more here
during which I had a few
lines to lay & one Infantry
Manoeuvre to work “Visuals” to.
Meanwhile the Infantry were on hard
training – for what? – this is what we
asked one another. Then one day
after we had spent a comfortable
time there in hammocks slung
between trees reading, &c, we
were told to dump all our
spare kit as we were going
a long way. I sent home
one or two odds & ends and
dumped a lot of stuff ( as we
had done many times before,.
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1918
on active service) – and on the
appointed day we marched about
15 miles to a position where we
relieved a Bde. in the line, having
ZB1 on our right and a French Bde.
on our left. We spent a week
laying a system of lines to the
point of attack (four miles up
Wadi Ballut to village of Berukin
the outpost, from which you
could see the Turkish trenches
on the hill only a few hundred
yards away. Then on the day before
the attack 17th Sept we opened an advanced
office at a point a mile behind
the front line, and on the
evening of the advance 18th , I took a
pack mule of wire & a party of 3
men and had to follow R.I.F.B. and
connect them up to a line which
an Officer from YJ was laying up
the Wadi Mutury for which they
had about 40 men and about

12 miles of cable! I had only 3 men
and 4 miles of cable. I had to open
cable head station at a point 3 miles
ahead (when captured) and then
go on with the attacking Battn.
Our Sergt. was i/c a party of Indian
Signallers to go to a certain hill
(when taken) and he asked
me to go partly his way to
help with the stores which
his men were already tired
of carrying so we tried going
to the Wadi from the Start-ing Point instead of going over
the hill to our right. We were
evidently the first up here because
we were stopped by a party of R.E. Field
Coy. men under an Officer who
then went ahead of us and
cut the barbed wire entanglements
and were on the lookout for
trip bombs. They cleared about
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a quarter of a mile further & then gave
it up while we were left in doubt
which way to go, as to get up on
to the hill track, which was
several hundred feet above us,
we would have had to go back the
half- mile and start again. But
we decided to go forward altho’
our infantry had gone well to
our right, as below :-

When we got round bend of Wadi
we saw that our protective T. Mortar B’ge
was firing in the corner of W. this

making our advance dangerous in the
extreme; so we cut over the tongue of
hill to our right and when on crest of
saddle the MG’s opened cross barrage
as sketch - only just clearing our hill
where we were. Then we came full
on to a Turkish Barbed wire and
tho’ we knew the Infantry were
well to our right we did not
know how far they had got; and
as soon as the MG’s opened & hearing
the whistle of the bullets overhead
and having no previous knowledge
of the Barrage arrangement, we
wondered if, in the moonlight, they
had mistaken our party for Turks,
having a pack mule with us and
Sergt. Slinger’s party of Indians & one
of our men, besides my three men &
myself. Once the MG fire lowered and
the party promptly flattened to
the ground for cover and not being
able to advance we promptly circled
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back along the w. side of A9 Peak and finally
got round to our outpost on the S.E.
side of A9. Where we traced YJ Offr’s line
So we hastened forward E of 1575. Left the
visual party on 1575 and pushed on
with our mule ( which was a lead
swinger, as we afterwards found) over
rocks &c& found ourselves overlooking the
Wadi at B and to get to this we
had to descend a very steep slope
only possible down a rough track
marked out by R.I.F.B. as they went
(white tape) at last we got down
with our mule, after several times
reloading the kit – once when the
mule jumped up an eighteen inch
rock and laid down swanking it
was going to “peg out”, and as soon
as we cut off the load and unsaddled
him he got up and started eating
grass! The programme was varied
by the Turks sending over a few
shrapnel. Then, the wadi bed being

reached we caught up with YJ advance
party and the R.I.F.B. then laid a “T” in
to a position on ”flank” where they
remained. Then along came the
D.D.B. and we followed them till
they were held up at S.30. Then I
received a message for DDB & BJA to
push on at once, no delay 19th. Daylight
was now breaking and our patrol
contact aeroplane was fired on
by Tk. M.G’s while our infantry were
shelled from Kefr. Harris village.
I had a message to go forward with
DDB instead of BJA, so we advanced
in broad daylight now, up Wadi
till our troops were held up by
MG’s on hill at end of Wadi. So I
laid them the line up the hill on
R of wadi which we had gained, and
felt the whistle of some sniper’s
bullets while so doing. Then, as our
guns were not in a position to help
and the General ordered an immediate
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capture of Ras Ash hill (R of Kefr Harris)
we pushed forward under an MG barrage
along wadi to foot of R.A. and suddenly
while in the wadi the Turks opened
a murderous shelling with HE & shrapnel
so we were forced to take cover
and one shrapnel sprayed bullets
thro’ my mule’s legs and I was sure
it would have “stopped one”, but
no, it was untouched. Another shell
burst on rocks near and drove a
splinter of rock the size of my fist
smashing onto the rock between one
of my men (Pnr Ripley) and myself (and
we were less than a foot apart!)
It would have made an ugly wound had
it “kopped us.” At the first shell here
the YJ Offr. & his men ran for cover and
when after the shells diminished
the DDB pushed on I had to continue
forward with my own line, ahead of
YJ line. By this time the wounded
were numbering seriously, and by

the time we had taken the ridge
200 casualties occurred in DDB.
Meanwhile RIFB came along the ridge
on our left and took Kefr Harris
after BJA? had failed. In the afternoon
I was relieved by Cpl. Clarke and
fresh party & I was thoroughly worn
out. I took my party back to ZCA
now at Junction of W. Selfit & Matury
about 2 m. back arriving at tea
time, so we got some tea and some
biscuits. I was told to have a good
nights rest by my OC, then just
about 8 or 9pm. as I was readily
obeying he told me I was to go out
again as the advance was to continue
all night & I was to go with QGD
at 10.30pm. So I told him I must have
a fresh party, the others being “done
down” with fatigue. So I was given Spr. Craig
& Brocklebank, with Pte Craker
of TMB to lead the mule. I took 3 more
drums of wire and went ahead again
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the 2 miles and met Q.G.D. and advanced
up a slope well to the E of the wadi
head and a mile E of main road forward
from this point. After going a mile
further with QGD, they being in column
of route, they outpaced me and I was
left stranded in the dark on top
of a hill with not the slightest idea
which way the troops had gone.
Here was a fix. I had not been given
any information at the start where
they were making for and I could
not get ZCA on the line which was
dis, only DDB were on the line, the
others all being fast advancing.
DDB were unable to give me any
information of QGD’s objective neither
were several mounted artillery officers
who presently appeared. So we went
down front of hill – there were no
signs of tracks, being rocky ground –
and as we came near a village
we heard voices laughing and talking so

got wind up in case they were Turks
so we reeled up some of the line,
after finding out from DDB that the
advance was up the main road.
So I laid a new T in forward up
road for several miles while the
infantry advanced too quickly to
catch them, without opposition now.
Bde was now on the move up and
Z.C.A.R. was forward of us on a line
run out by Cpl Shepherd, which was
dis, however I went on by Z.C.A.R and
got the D.D.B. on a line as they had
come up behind us. 20th. The QGD & RINB
kept advancing till some hours after
daybreak when they discovered
the Turks were all gone. They finally
slowed up when two miles past
Jeman village and we had run
out all our cable we had. After
reaching only DDB & Cpl Clarke, B.J.A
he having had the same bad
luck with his Battn., who had
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easily raced him, same as my
lot. It was a 4 m.p.hour advance
no less! We came back with
our two parties, now finished of
our cable, and was told that
my lot had been far out of
their proper course – but what
did it matter so long as the
Turks were now in a precipitate
retreat past Nablous. In the
afternoon we march on to Nablous
another 20 miles having advanced
25 miles in this one day! Reached
there at 10 pm, and on our
way up the road was strewn
with rubbish & gun ammunition
at short distances, showing how
it had been thrown out of
the limbers as they galloped away.
We were dead beat with the
two days and two nights continuous
action. I having had no sleep
at all since the start, and was
never more “done up”. Then we
at once opened up visual lamp
with ZB1 who were dis to YJ all
day and transmitted few
messages to YJ for them as we
had a line laid by Cpl Shepherd
with a cable wagon. Our camp was
below Mt. Jebel Nr Belota & Askar nr Nablous

(SEE NEW BOOK)
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